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1 Introduction

This document provides a walkthrough of the implementation with technologies used to build our detection model in a stepwise manner. We start off by collecting the email data from spam archive and then cleaning it to fetch domain name and other feature and then querying to DNSBLs and fetching active DNS records from Avro. Since email headers can be complicated to be read or retrieved manually from email files, email parser module makes things easy to retrieve email headers in a dictionary format. For DNSBLs there are SPAMHAUS, SURBL open blacklists and ‘spam-lists’ library has built-in functions to lookup for spam domains. For our Neural network classifier, we first baselined with Logistic Regression and then use first the generic MLP and after that we try improve the accuracy of our result using Gradient descent algorithm, Regularization factor and hidden layers.

2 System Configuration

- OS – MAC OS High Sierra
- Processor – Intel Core i5 – 2 Cores
- 64-bit version
- Ram - 8 GB
- Python version – 3.7
- Pip 2.1.3
- Pycharm -2019 -3.1

3 Walkthrough

3.1 Setting up Environment

We setup a virtual environment using Virtualenv which loads all the necessary libraries and freezes the environment for particular usage. We install pip which is a package manager for python. Also setting up Pycharm with the virtualenv interpreter.
3.2 Email header extraction

For this process we require email library and csv library to read email message from text, email has a function named Header parser which converts all the parts of email into a key value pair in the form of a dictionary and that dictionary can be written into csv using Dict reader module.
3.3 Cleaning Email headers and Query DNSBL

Using spam-lists package we query onto SPAMHAUS and DNS BL but before that we find out the regex pattern for email in ‘From’ column as they are fetched in format as below.

john.doe@example.com

Hence, we fetch the domain name and the recursively query in nested IF because to check both of the DNSBL first we query SPAMHAUS and if the result is none from SPAMHAUS [2] then we query to SURBL and even from SURBL the result is none we mark the domain as a ham domain. File name: email_clean_csv.py

3.4 Query Active DNS records

DNS records are in AVRO format and we use fastavro function to fetch IP addresses of ‘A’, ‘TXT’ and TTL values of ‘A’ and ‘TXT’, ‘NS’, ‘MX’ if the domain name matches from the ‘FROM’ field of DNS records. File name : avro_read.py

We load avro [1] records into pandas data frame and since one single DNS records consisted of 114 key value pairs and most of them were null. We used Pandas melt and pivot function
to convert rows into columns and to remove null and redundant key value pairs and dumping the records on to csv file.

```python

def avro_df(filepath):
    with open(filepath, 'rb') as fp:
        reader = fastavro.reader(fp)
        email_data = open('email_data.csv', 'r')
        email_data_reader = csv.reader(email_data, delimiter=',')
        records = [r for r in reader]
        email_records = [d for d in email_data_reader]
        if records[query_name] == email_records[']:
            df1 = pandas.DataFrame.from_records(records)
            df1 = df1.melt(id_vars=['response_type', 'query_name', 'response_ttl'],
                           value_vars=['ip_address', 'ns_address', 'mx_address', 'country', 'as', 'txt_text'],
                           value_name='other')
            .dropna(subset=['other'])
            .pivot_table(index='query_name',
                         columns='response_type',
                         aggfunc='mean',
                         other: lambda x: ', '.join(x.astype(str)))
            .sort_index(axis=1, level=1)
            df1.columns = df1.columns.map(lambda x: f'x[{0}], x[{1}]')
            df1.columns = df1.columns.map(lamnbs)
            df1 = df1.reset_index()
        # Return created DataFrame
        return df1
```

Figure 5: Fetch DNS records from Avro file

### 3.5 Data Exploration

Firstly, we drop the field ‘query_name’ as it consists of domain name and it is a unique identifier. After that we interpolate the data for missing values. And fill country code which had missing values with value US because most of the country codes were from US. Next in order to convert categorical data into hot codes, we use get_dummies function of panda’s library. Then we build the training set into 60:30 split and map the data with training X and Y coordinates.

```python

data.drop(labels=['query_name'], axis='columns')
processed_data = data.interpolate()
processed_data['Country_code'].fillna('US', inplace=True)
lr_data = pd.get_dummies(processed_data, prefix_sep='--')
X = lr_data.drop(labels=['Reputation'], axis='columns')#
y = lr_data['Reputation']
X = preprocessing.scale(X)
X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(X, y, test_size=0.3)
```

Figure 6: Data Exploration

Now we check the correlation of all the features using corr() function of pandas library and then plot a matrix using Seaborn heatmap function.

### 3.6 Feature importance calculation

Used the random forest classifier for calculation of feature importance and plot a bar chart using Matlibplot library. We fetch the features from dataframe store them in a dict and
mapped using importances() function within random forest classifier gainst the importance scores.

```python
clf = RandomForestClassifier(random_state=0, n_jobs=-1)
model = clf.fit(X_train, y_train)

feats = {}  # a dict to hold feature_name: feature_importance
for feature, importance in zip(data.columns, model.feature_importances_):
    feats[feature] = importance  # add the name/value pair

importances = pd.DataFrame.from_dict(feats, orient='index').rename(columns={0: 'Gini-importance'})
importances.sort_values(by='Gini-importance')
```

### 3.7 Logistic Regression classifier

```python
reg = LogisticRegression(solver='lbfgs')
model = reg.fit(X_train, y_train)
predictions = model.predict(X_test)
scores = calculateScores(y_test, predictions)
print(scores)
```

Figure 7: Logistic Regression Classifier

Figure 8: LR Classifier Results

### 3.8 MLP Classifier

First the generic classifier without solvers. First performing the model fitting and then predict results through calculate score function which calculates Accuracy, Precision, recall and f1 score.
```python
def calculateScores(y_test, predictions):
    accuracy = 100*accuracy_score(y_test, predictions)
    precision = 100*precision_score(y_test, predictions)
    recall = 100*recall_score(y_test, predictions)
    f1 = 2*(precision*recall)/(precision+recall)
    print(f'Accuracy: {accuracy:.2f}%')
    print(f'Precision: {precision:.2f}%')
    print(f'Recall: {recall:.2f}%')
    print(f'F1: {f1:.2f}%')
    print('Confusion Matrix')
    print(confusion_matrix(y_test, predictions))
    return {'Accuracy': accuracy, 'F1': f1}
```

Figure 9: Calculate scores function

```python
mlp = MLPClassifier(random_state=1)
mlp.fit(X_train, y_train)
predictions = mlp.predict(X_test)
scores = calculateScores(y_test, predictions)
print(scores)
```

Figure 10: Generic MLP

```
Accuracy 74.90%
Precision 78.20%
Recall 76.47%
F1 77.32%
Confusion Matrix
[[ 78  20]
 [ 32 104]]
{'Accuracy': 74.897193415638, 'F1': 77.323420874349444}
```

Figure 11: Generic MLP results

3.9 Feed Forward classifier with logistic activation, regularization coefficient and hidden layers
The above code represents feed forward classifier which takes the value of alpha and along with doubly nested loop of range 1,15 which indicates number hidden layer size combinations to try and give out the best result by passing arguments to a function name try_different_values which ultimately calls Calculate scores function() to calculate the final scores.
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